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The great leader comrade Kim Jong Il said as follows. 
“In addition, we must intensify the study of mathematics, physics, biology and other 
basic science so that they contribute positively to the national economy and the development 
of science and technology.”(“Kim Jong Il Selected Works” Vol. 12, 202p) 
In this paper we is to develop pricing formulas for several well known options using a solution 
to Kolmogorov-Feller equation by generating operator of finite-type Levy random process. 
In finance mathematics many researchers considered the pricing of option describing by Levy 
processes with jump [1－10]. In [4] and [6] the pricing formula of option is fully developed. 
L. S. Jiang(2003)[4] derived the pricing formula of European option by numeric solution  in the 
case of pure Poisson process. And S.Jaimungal(2006)[6] derived the pricing formula of a calamity 
option as integral type in the case of compound Poisson process. The other papers discuss the 
case of Levy processes with jump but those did not fully develop the formula and derived only 
the equation that the precing process satisfies or its numerical solution [10]. To drive the pricing 
formula of option in the case of a Brownian motion must be solved the Kolmogorov equation 
and in the case of Levy processes with jump must be solved Kolmogorov-Feller equation. The 
Kolmogorov equation is well known as heat equation and solution is also developed but 
Kolmogorov-Feller equation is a problem of second partial differential- integral equation and its 
solution is limited to some special problem [11]. 
 
1. A solution method to Kolmogorov-Feller equation 
Let’s see the following Kolmogorov-Feller equation  
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Assumption 1 (a) the functions ),1()(),,,2,1(),( nitanjita iij LL ==  are of −∞c class. 
(b) niztci ,1),,( =  is −∞c function by t and ∫ ∫ =+∞<
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i nidtdzztc
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ν . 
For any )0( ≠∈ θθ nR , there exists 0>λ  such that ∑∑ ≥ 2||||)( θλθθ jiij ta . 
Let decompose operator sL  into sA  and sB  as following  
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Theorem 1 If (a), (c) of Assumption 1 is satisfied, then the solution of equation (3) is 
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Theorem 2 If (b) of Assumption 1 is satisfied, then the solution of equation (4) is 
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Theorem 3 Suppose 21, uu  are a solution of (3), (4). Then 21 *uuu =  is a solution of (1), 
where * is convolution with respect to x . 
 
2. Transition probability density function of several Levy processes. 
Theorem 4 Suppose )(xP  is the generalized density function of random variables iξ  then 
the transition probability density function of compound Possion process ),0[}{ ∞+∈ttX  is  
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where )()(0* xyxyP −=− δ , nP*  is n-multiple convolution of generalized density functions. 
The transition probability density function of Levy processes ),0[)}({ ∞+∈= tt ωξξ  defined as 
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where the distribution of iξ  is ),( pmB . 
And )(⋅lP  is generalized density function of l -th distributions.(i.e. I-unit ,U-general discrete, 
G-geometry , B-binomial , 0P -Possion , E-exponential , N-Normal distributions) 
 
3. Pricing of several options 
In finance market there exist two assets like following.  
1, 0 == BdtrBdB tt                          (6) 
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where r is the interest rate, )(tb  is the process of “appreciation rate”, )(tσ  is the processes of 
“volatilities” of the size of continuous risk, )(zc  is the size of jump risk. 
Assumption 2 (a). )(),( ttb σ  is measurable function bounded on ],0[ T .  
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(c) ),( dzdtμ  is the integer random measure consisted of Compound Possion processes, its 
compensator dzzpdz )()( λν =  and )(zp  is the generalized density function of nξ . 
If (b) of Assumption 2 is satisfied then equation (7) in the standard complete market is expressed as 
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Then Black-Scholes operator is given by  
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And the pricing formula of option can be derived from the solution of the equation  
)(),(,0 ssTVLV ϕ==                        (10) 
Theorem 5 The fundamental solution of equation (10) corresponding operator L (form (9)) 
and Levy measure dzzpdz l )(
~)(~ λν =  is ),;,(),;,( )( ytxsJeytxsf lst−−= γ .  
Corollary The solution of equation (12) is ∫
+∞
∞−
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From the corollary the earlier pricing formulas derived by geometry Brownian motion can 
be generalized into pricing formula of option derived by geometry Levy processes (Consist 
compound Possion process). Let’s see the cases of some options. 
Option by terminal problem European option, exchange option, exotic exchange option and 
cash-or-nothing option are all determined its payoff amount at the maturity of contract. Therefore they 
can be handled by terminal problem of partial differential-integral equation. If the terminal condition 
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of equation (10) is +−== )()(),( KSSSTV ϕ , then from the Corollary of Theorem 5 the price 
of a European call option is given by formula 
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, where [ ] ),(/2/),())((/ln 22 TtTttTckSd lll σσγ ∑+±−−+=± . 
According to the Levy measure ),,,,,,()()( Npgbdsildzzpdz l == λν , the pricing of a 
European call option is easily derived. 
By the same method, the pricing of other option (exchange option, exotic exchange option 
and cash-or-nothing option) can be derived. 
Option as a boundary problem There exist not only the options that have effect at maturity 
of contract, but the options that effect before contract period under certain condition. Barrier option, 
time dependent barrier option, path dependent option and so forth are of this type. 
Let’s discuss the down-and out option among these. 
The pricing of this option is boundary problem of partial differential-integral equation   
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The pricing of down-and-out call option is  
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By the same method, pricing formulas of down-and-out put option, up-and-out call (put) option, 
down-and-in option, up-and-in option can be derived. 
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